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KMINA K30001 Toilet Frame

The KMINA Toilet Frame has been designed to provide additional support for toilet functions, preventing accidental slips or falls. Thanks
to its height, width and depth adjustments, it adapts to any toilet and user. It has been designed to be used by the elderly, pregnant
women and/or people with mobility difficulties.

PRODUCT PARTS

1. Armrests.
2. Adjustment button.
3. Height adjustment.
4. Inner tube.
5. Lateral suction pad.
6. Rubber centering.
7. Horizontal tube.
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8. Width adjustment.

ADJUST

1. Lift the armrest (A) to the desired position, insert the adjusting thread (C) into the hole and rotate it clockwise until it is securely fixed
to the tube. Then insert the lateral suction pad (D) into the inner tube. Follow the same steps to mount the other armrest.

2. Insert the armrests to the horizontal tube (E) and fix them with the height adjustment threads (F). The horizontal tube (E) can be
adjusted in two angles (0º/45º) and in two positions with different width (27”/30”).

3. Place the device with the horizontal tube fully leaned on the front of the toilet.
4. Adjust the lateral suction pads on both sides of the toilet. Make sure both are completely fixed. The thread should be above the

yellow line to ensure proper hold. The two armrests must be parallel to the floor.
5. Find the center line and confirm that it is at least 15” away from the walls on both sides.



USE

1. This device is designed to provide additional support and stability for toilet functions.
2. Use the adjustment buttons under the armrest for more comfortable support.
3. Before use, shake the armrests with your hands to check their stability.

WARNINGS

Read instructions before installation.
All threads should be fasten and tighten. Suction pads must be tighten securely to the toilet.
Do not disassemble, repair, or modify any component.
Users with limited physical capabilities should be supervised or assisted when using the device.
This device is not designed to support the total weight of an individual. The weight limit for the user is
330 lb. Do not stand on this product. Do not use as a lifting aid.
The armrests are intended to be used on both sides evenly. If pressure is applied on one side only, use only half of the body
weight. At overload, there is a risk that the armrest will break.
Check that all components and parts are properly assembled and bolted together before use.
Keep away from heat.



Any serious incident related to the product should be reported to the manufacturer and the competent authority of the Member
State in which they are user and patient set.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Clean regularly by hand with a damp cloth, do not use abrasive products for cleaning or rinse with water.
Disinfect the product by cleaning all accessible surfaces with disinfectant (after disassembly, if possible). All cleaning products used
must be effective, compatible with each other and protect the materials to be cleaned.
For disinfection in hospital environments, follow the instructions of a hygiene specialist.

MAINTENANCE AND PERIODIC INSPECTION

The product is maintenance-free, provided the cleaning and safety instructions outlined above are adhered to. Check product regularly
for damage and to ensure that it is securely assembled.

RE-USE
The product is suitable for repeated use. The number of times it can be used depends on how often and in which way the product is
used.
Before reuse, clean and disinfect the product thoroughly and check the safety functions, and reset if necessary.

RECYCLING
The product is suitable for reprocessing in line with manufacturer’s recommendations.
The disposal and recycling of used devices and packaging must comply with the applicable legal regulations.

WARRANTY

KMINA warrants that the device is free from defects in material and workmanship. The warranty shall remain in effect for 2 years from
the date of original consumer purchase. The warranty does not extend to parts that are exposed to natural wear and tear that will require
periodic replacement.

This warranty does not cover the following:

Replacement parts supplied by anyone other than KMINA or the stockiest.
Any failure of the unit during the warranty period if the failure is not caused by defect in material or workmanship or if the failure is
caused by unreasonable use.
KMINA is not liable for incidental or consequential injury or damage property.
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